Silver Wings Newsletter No. 7 Jan. 2011
What a country this wide brown land is! After 14 years of constant and intensifying
drought, we have the wettest year in a century and it’s still raining. Sceptics may
claim “I told you so!” regarding climate change, but that’s too easy, as it does need a
little more than one wet season to even begin repairing our subterranean water table,
and our long suffering vegetation.
However, the excessive rain has meant a dreadful beginning to the 2011 vintage as
vineyard disease pressure has been absolute and most regions are now suffering crop
losses of significance, even in Central Victoria. All except Mount Monument in
Macedon that is! Yes indeed, the vineyard manager has been working feverishly to
prevent mildew outbreaks and has succeeded admirably. At this stage the vines look
fantastic and on target for a great vintage, as most adverse years tend to be. In the
winery, the 2008 vintage of Vincenzo’s Old Vines is about to be bottled, un-fined and
unfiltered after two years in oak. The Mt. Monument 2010 white wines were bottled
just before New Year and the Riesling Auslese is a wonderfully subtle expression of a
sweet wine with finesse. It’s certainly not the ‘sticky bomb’ favoured by many, but
offers length and balance to match most fine desserts or fresh fruit and at 8.5% alc.,
in a traditional German style. The Pinot Noir has settled into oak after winter slumber
and is burgeoning into a strikingly good wine, at this stage exhibiting all the traits of
fruit depth and tannin structure that will make it one of the best Pinots I’ve made in
my 24 vintages…. I’ve just got to ease it into bottle!
For avid Pinotphiles, don’t miss the Pinot Vs Burgundy event Fri 18th Feb!
There is lots more 2011 news, so please read on!
Cheers, Keith.

OPEN WEEKEND at 28 Munster Terrace.
Sat. 19th and Sun.20th Feb. 2011
10 a.m til 5 p.m.
The final release of ex-Cleveland Sparkling ‘98 Brut & ‘99 Brut Rose including
the last 18 bottles 1993 X.O. Grande Reserve. All good things must come to an
end , so please ensure you stock up with these amazing wines before they are
gone forever. Plus many other exclusive table wines, both aged and current
release plus clearance sale wines, & special Burgundy tasting, make this a
weekend not to miss!
Cheese & bread will be available with tastings,
so please bring some friends to join the fun.
Melways 2A. E10 - Ph: 9329 8161— M: 0407 291 449

The Canals of France
Mentioning a canal trip may bring daunting visions of a dentist visit to many, but
to others, the Canals of France are among the great engineering feats of the world.
They connect the Mediterranean and Atlantic Seas and cross the depth of French
countryside, built to secure and enhance trade in previous eras. So we finally made
the journey to the oldest, “Canal du Midi” stretching over 400km. from Agen
(Bordeaux) to Bezier and onto Arles.
Meeting our fellow Barge-mates in Carcassonne we wandered the ancient ramparts
of the Castle which was once an ancient Roman fortress & then Spanish Basque
territory before annexed by France, and decided to stock our cellar for the
‘arduous’ journey ahead. Once aboard our vessel in Capestang we were given
instructions on how to navigate & steer the huge 8 berth barge. This proved a
little daunting as when passing under the first bridge, clearances either side were
approx. 250mm and roughly the same as head height to the stone arch! When our
French barge pilot showed us the electrical control panel I asked a critical
question “how often & what ports do we discharge our waste?” His answer
stunned us “whenever it eez full! But recommend not een la Porte”
“Pardon? do you mean everybody pumps their crap straight into the canal?”
He looked confused and indignantly replied “Yez… of courze!”
That ended any thought of us fishing, although subsequently noticed many locals
still merrily wandering home with their catch. The water seems remarkably clean
and flows quite rapidly, but the colour invites thoughts of ‘Blue Loo’ tones that
cloud an otherwise idyllic amenity. Our boat was a veritable floating dining room
and many enjoyable meals were taken, washed down with some lovely local wines
& the occasional Burgundy from our on-board cellar. The week passed quickly as
we chugged our way along the delightful twisting waterway with walks and
bicycle rides taking us to charming nearby towns.
Some local wines were excellent with small independent labels worth seeking out,
but the cooperatives offer little of interest. For our tastes, the best restaurant was
discovered in Poilhes, “La Tour de Saracen” where I celebrated my birthday in
style, with delightful food matched with excellent local wines and completed with
complimentary Armagnac generously poured by our restaurateur. But my overall
impression was that tourism has overrun the region and the poor old French don’t
know who they are anymore. You can still find restaurants serving authentic local
food but not easily, most have set-course horrors served with chopped iceberg
lettuce and chips! recalling nightmares of cheap English fast-food. The experience
overall was wonderful, although if we barge again, it will definitely be further
North – perhaps the Canal de Bourgogne!

ABOVE: Champagne breakfast near Capestang.
BELOW: A very tight fit through the stone arch!

A “ROTTER” near the Canal.
(I thought they had to be Otters but discovered they were giant water rats!)

GOOD NEWS FOR WINE ENTHUSIASTS
An introductory 3 x 750ml bottle Taste Pack of my
premium wines available for you to sample.
Each 3 pack will contain:1 x 2006 Vincenzo’s Old Vines Mourvedre/ Shiraz
1 x 4th and final release ‘98 Macedon Brut
1 x 3rd and final release ’99 Macedon Brut Rose
Detailed tasting notes for each wine and recommended food matches.
Price: $83 plus postage $12 (Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide) plus $10 insurance
Total Value $105 - Special offer $85 delivered, fully insured.
Refer to Order Form P.5.

Spoils of the Cellar for dinner in Melb.

Is Cellaring Wine Worthwhile?
Financially, probably not, and there is much debate these days regarding the usefulness
of producing wines with great aging capacity, but not for me! Regardless of commercial
considerations it is the very soul of wine enthusiasm.
I am a dedicated advocate of cellaring aging wines for their enhancement – which puts
me off-side with much of the Australian wine industry. My reasons are as complex as
wine itself. The modification of tannins and acidity to produce early drinking wine styles
has accelerated since the expansion and consolidation of our Industry from the mid
1970’s and Corporate accountants now dictate wine styles far more than any winemaker
they employ. This difference in style is presented as the best ‘drink now’ wine in the
world if you believe the propaganda, and reinforced by statistics showing consumption
patterns within hours of purchase – but statistics are often manipulated into lies.
How many great growths of Bordeaux, Burgundy, Barolo and many new world
equivalents comply with this data? The answer is, virtually none!
There is always a percentage of people who seek greater knowledge and derive the
pleasures from discussion of the intricacies of vineyard site and seasonal differences that
are only enjoyed through cellaring wines with great tannin and/ or acid structure, and
these very factors make them not so enjoyable when first released.
The difference lies in attitudes between hedonistic ‘now’ consumption and intellectual
enjoyment over time, the latter being virtually un-catered for in Australian wine today.
The reality is most Australian wines do not age well any more because of the way they
are made, and even fewer come from one vineyard site. This makes cellaring most
Corporate Brand wines pointless, and so it becomes a self fulfilling prophecy. But there
are small production alternatives to discover!
True, one has to be more stable in moving premises once you establish a cellar, but there
are always options such as controlled storage. However if you are like me, good cellaring
conditions or options have been a requirement for every house I’ve owned since my first
property purchase.
Another furphy has been there is no point in cellaring wines because ‘they lose their vibrant fresh fruit’ – but if young fruit flavour is the major reason for drinking wine, you
have a great deal to learn. There is no equivalent to the complexities of bouquet offered
by nosing an aged great wine – before you even sip it! Then the layers of finely textured
tannins and fruit complexities of these wines, are an ethereal experience almost beyond
description.
For those seeking examples of fine aged wine, please call me to discuss some of the
Cellar Reserve wines I have available in my warehouse, sleeping peacefully until you
awake them.

Cheers, Keith.

Silver Wings Cleanskin (unlabelled) Offerings
(Price: single bottle/dozen)
Bottles Dozens Total $
2007 Riesling
(10/ $120) ….……./………/………
Great Southern W.A. ~ aromatic, delightfully elegant structure.
2001 Rose
($6/ $72) …....……/………/………
Macedon Ranges ~ still fruity, good texture and savoury finish.
2001 Chardonnay
($8/ $96) ... ………/………/………
Macedon Ranges ~ minerally fruit, full mid palate and long finish.
2009 Shiraz
($10/ $120) …..…/ …….../…..
Central Vic ~ rich berry fruits on mid palate with savoury finish.
(Transfer total to next page)

Total $.....................................

SPECIAL Pinot Noir Vs Burgundy Tasting
Fri. 18th. Feb. 2011 4: 30 p.m. til 6:30 p.m.
In my tasting room at 28 Munster Tce.
A unique opportunity to compare wines from different
makers from the famous 1999 vintage.
1/ Yarra Yering, Yarra Valley, Bailey Carodus
2/ Cleveland Estate, Macedon Ranges, Keith Brien
3/ Chambolle Musigny ‘Aux Echeseaux’ Dom. B. Amiot
4/ Gevrey Chambertin ‘Les Czetiers’ Dom. Magnien Michel
5/ Nuits St. Georges ‘Les Poirets’ Faively
6/ Nuits St. Georges ’Les Hauts Poirets’ Marchand de Gramont
Plus perhaps a few other morsels should we get excited.
Limited to the first 15 people to register for a cost of $30 P.P.

WINE EDUCATION CLASSES
Learn how to smell, taste and spit! Illuminating you to the history & culture of
wine drinking in the ‘World of Wine’ .
at Strangeloves Wine Bar, 577 Mount Alexander Rd.
Moonee Ponds 8 pm. – 9:30 pm. every Wednesday night
starting 16th. February—9th March 2011 For details visit
www.strangeloves.com.au
or email strangelovesbar@gmail.com
Ph ( 03 ) - 90783574 ….after 5pm

Please register for my E-News Letter.
As you will now have realised, after 22 years my Newsletter is no longer being
mailed to you in hard copy. The post card invitations to my open days will eventually cease, so please register your email address. Take
advantage of the opportunity to visit and taste my rare and exciting wines over the
weekend and stay in touch at a personal level, I always look
forward to welcoming you at my Cellar Door.

~ORDER FORM ~

Silver Wings Premium Wines
Dozen (mixed or straight) lots only delivered
(Price: single bottle/dozen)
Bottles Dozens Total $
1993 Grand Reserve Brut X.O. ($50/ $600) ……../…….../………
'98er Brut Macedon
($29/ $348) ……/………/………
N.V. Brut Rose Macedon Noir ($27/ $324) .……/………/………
2006 Vincenzo’s Old Vines
Mourvedre/ Shiraz($27/$324) ...…./………/………
1999 Pinot Noir
The Winemakers Alms ($45/$540) ..….../………/………
1998 Cab. /Merlot Minus Five ($25/$300) ……/………/………
*Plus delivery cost (see below) $........………….
*Optional insurance (see below) $..........…………
*Cleanskin order (see discount offer) $ ……………..
*3 bott. x tasting pack (see P.4) ……………….. $ 85.00
Total $.......................
PAYMENT ENCLOSED: CHQ//MC/VISA
Credit Card No. ………………………………….
exp.date........./……….
NAME.................................................................................…………….
Address.....................................................................................................
…………………………………………. Postcode............………….
Phone (BH).........................…………(AH)..............................................
Email:.............................………………….........................
Special Delivery Instructions:
..................................................................................................................
FREIGHT RATES (Free for 2+ cases to same address)
MELBOURNE $5.00 per case VIC COUNTRY $10.00 per case
INTERSTATE $13.00 per case PERTH, WA $22.00 per case
*INSURANCE: Victoria $7.00 All other States $10.00
(Covers any breakages during transit. Silver Wings takes no responsibility for breakages during
transit of uninsured wine)

Mail to: Silver Wings 28 Munster Tce Nth Melb. 3051
Tel: (03) 9329 8161 or M: 040729 1449 Fax: (03) 9329 6879
e-mail : keith@siverwingswines.com
www.silverwingswines.com

THE GOOSE & I
Eating in France has been one of the great cultural pleasures of my life – until
recently. Things have changed, once it was the great contradiction of passions for every
foreign tourist salivating with anticipation of fresh food and whinging about how terminally
long it took to be served. Well … not any more!
There has been an abrupt and extremely noticeable change in how restaurant business is
conducted these days, almost as if ‘corporate busyness’ has replaced the casual almost
nonchalant style of old. The ‘formula’ meal is the standard thrust of every establishment, a
fixed 3 course, limited choice option that offers economic and rapid service dining – but
what if you just want to relax and enjoy the meal? .. Sorry too busy!! As you finish the last
mouthful of one dish the next option arrives simultaneously, so that when you sit down to
dine at 7 p.m. – you are back on the street at 8 p.m. having consumed three courses and a
bottle of wine, staggering home with a gut like a poisoned pup and feeling more like the
Foie Gras Goose than a contented diner. During our recent trip we wised up fairly quickly,
ordering ‘a la Carte’ and delayed putting the cutlery on our plates until sufficient time had
passed to compose ourselves for the next course – much to the annoyance of our waiters!
But even then, the delivery of food was coincident with the previous plate being removed.
If we timed our meals to the pace of Melbourne dining we were always the last remaining
guests, all the other tables cleaned, chairs stacked away and the last waiter poised
anticipating our final mouthful so we could be ushered out. Whatever happened to SLOW
FOOD??
At 10 p.m. you would invariably find yourself walking down deserted village streets with
closed restaurants wondering where the enormous population hides at night. I suppose it’s
conceding to the demands of the overwhelming number of tourists who flood the
establishments 8 months a year ‘fast-fooding’ between other priorities, but gee it’s
disappointing. The more we dine in Melbourne, the luckier we know we are.

Hotel L’hermitage near Avignon, one of the most delightful stays in France

The Source of the Seine.
Not something most travellers think about really, but we inadvertently
discovered it during a rather marathon drive from Beaune, Burgundy to
Honfleur, Normandy.
After spending time with my son Hayes, we headed across country toward our
overnight destination Villers-Cotterets, and entered awe inspiring countryside
that overwhelmed me with it’s rural beauty. Without doubt this part of France
must be the richest most fertile land on earth – even surpassing my
impressions of Delaware, parts of Pennsylvania and Connecticut in the
U.S.A., you can almost feel the earth offering you it’s riches should you wish
to grow anything. The trees are so lush they almost seem fat and grass so deep
and green it defies an artists brush to recreate, so it became an inspiring
journey that I will repeat another day in far more leisure.
Keith

Our lunch venue near Villers-Cotterets.
WHAT IS MY FAVOURITE WINE?

A common question I am asked, but almost impossible to answer! I love such
a variety of the world’s wines that logic tells me, “so long as it’s not boring”.
There are too many wines that first may impress you, but on the second sip
have linear flavour profiles that are anything but exciting. The best two wines
I have consumed in my life are 1976 D.R.C Montrachet and D.R.C Grands
Echezeaux , followed closely by the 1959 Wynns Coonawarra Cabernet all in
recent years. Many others were in the race but these held enormous
complexities within extraordinary finesse. But tomorrows challenge remains
in choosing their successors!

The Poop-Mobile
Curbing your dog means different things to different people, but civil
authorities mean to clean up your dogs mess, so no-one else has to suffer the
trauma of scraping it off their clothes. In Paris years ago, it was standard
procedure to be on ‘turd-alert’ the entire time you were sight seeing and
could never walk and view the wonders of that city, without grave risk of
fouling your shoes. However things there have eventually changed, so it was
with some dismay when touring Vienne to find the streets littered with pet
droppings. What a wonderful city it is, boasting some of the best shopping
and most ancient and interesting buildings in France, and the Patisseries,
Boulangeries and Charcuteries are exceptional. Authorities there are
struggling with the reality that the population doesn’t respond to their
appeals for street hygiene, so they have created an unenviable position for
one of their employees – a mobile dog poop vacuum cleaner! Yes, he is on
the streets most daylight hours with his special ‘poop-mobile’ and protective
clothing, although I fear it’s a thankless and awful role to perform. It must be
a depressing job as he never seems to win, as soon as he ‘putt-putts’ around
the
corner the pet owners are out in force ensuring fresh mounds of faeces are
placed strategically to catch pedestrians when they most vulnerable – open
spaces near most historic sites.
Pooch pie might become a solution and I’m sure the imaginative French
could add the delicacy to their cuisine, but until then it’s a very risky city in
which to walk the sites.

The Roman Forum ruins in Vienne.

MY OTHER PASSION

Besides making, cellaring and consuming wine, I have some other interests.
Namely my most consuming passion for collecting and restoring antiques.
This has led me for 45 years rebuilding and restoring houses, gardens,
furniture, paintings and pottery until it almost destroyed me during the final
days of Cleveland. That quelled my enthusiasm for quite some time – but it’s
back! Some of the rarest pieces of Australian cedar furniture I managed to
locate during my meanderings are now in the throes of being completed, after
a brief 35 year restoration cycle! Yes, patience can be a virtue when it comes
to restoration, but it is amazing that I have taken most of a lifetime to
completely rebuild the little bundle of neglected sticks of cedar, found in a
Rutherglen farm shed bound with bailing twine. Finding pre-1820 pieces of
Australiana is one of the most un-rewarding pursuits a collector can
undertake, being so scarce, however I have managed to locate pieces after
discovering my own cultural heritage inspired through travel overseas. So this
year I look forward to my first experience of sitting in a C.1795 dining chair
crafted when the growth of the colony Sydney into a nation, was not even
contemplated.
Keith

ODD SPOTS
The other day my ex-mother-in-law fell down a wishing well, I was amazed,
I never knew they worked.
____________________________________________
"My therapist says I have a preoccupation with vengeance. We'll see about that."
____________________________________________
If you’re partner asks you “how many people have you slept with?” the answer is
“only you darling, with all the others I was awake.”

Just the sort of thing you need to meet on a blind corner in France!

Please help improve my e-Newsletter List
Please register………... update ………. or remove ………...
my name from the Silver Wings Newsletter list:
Name:........................................................................................................................
Address:......................................................................................................................
……...........................................Ph……………………………………………….
Email: ............................................................................................................……..
Return this form to: keith@silverwingswines.com OR
Silver Wings Winemaking 28 Munster Terrace. Nth. Melbourne. Vic 3051
Ph: 03 9329 8161 M: 0407 291449 Fax: 03 9329 6879

